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Impacting the market

Knowing that what we produce is making a difference
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The 2015 year started with lots of activity around sales and new development. It is exciting
to work in an environment where we work hard knowing that what we produce is making a
significant difference for many children, parents and teachers.
BrainBoosters has many ways in which we impact this market. We now have a monthly
marketing day at our offices to encourage anyone interested in finding out more to come and
join us for a morning of information, fun and play. It is also a platform for our BrainBoosters
Business Owners to bring potential clients. Here is a list of who attends:
•
•
•
•
•

Business owners wanting to find BBBEE solutions in ECD
Teachers and School Principals wanting to understand more about Catch-Up
Community and Faith Based leaders interested in our programs for ECD
Individuals wanting to join BrainBoosters as an entrepreneur.
ECD Practitioners wanting to find out more about our program and methodology.

The interest in our work and programs is gaining traction in the market and we know that it is
only through partnerships and collaboration that we can truly reach the number of children we
want to impact in our country.
We invite you to join us to bring about this change, one child, one parent, one teacher, one
school and one community at a time.
LYNDA SMITH
CEO BrainBoosters
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Where does BrainBoosters fit
in the building of a child’s life?
New technology and science means that we
sometimes need to try new methods and ways to
complete the foundations. We do not always
need to build them in the way our parents
built them. We introduce new science
blended with education to ensure that
the foundations are strong and healthy.
It has been proven that repetition of
any concept builds strong pathways
in the brain and that instant feedback
helps a child to learn. Both these new
methods form part of the BrainBoosters
foundation.

Our current numbers in a Grade R
or one class makes it very difficult for a
teacher to help and check on all the children
simultaneously. We use cards for the learners
and a heartbeat book for the educator to teach
The challenge in developing new programs in
these
important basic concepts. Magic happens in the
a world full of many options is to ensure that one can clearly
define how our program may differ and why? There are many classroom and everyone feels like they are standing
on solid foundations. These methods have
great programs already on the market in the field of
also started to transform the ways in
early childhood development. Where does our
which many teachers engage with the
program fit in?
learners. They are active, happy
and excited to see their learners
When a child enters the world of formal
grasping the concepts that have
1.
Teaching
concepts
in
isolation
schooling especially in a developing
always seemed difficult to teach.
nation like South Africa there is an
2. Blend Education & Neuroscience
assumption that the basic foundations
3. Engage with all children in class
A key component for a child in
of the house are in place. For many
4.
Transform
teachers
to
be
active
in
strengthening their foundations is
children this is not the case. There
to
also engage with their parents
class
are many reasons like parents not
at home. Our programs invite
knowing how and what to do to help
5. Transform parent evenings
parents to join the educators in
their child develop. It may also be as a
6. Parent - Homework guidance
being part of the solution. We have
result of too much technology too soon
seen
both parents, learners and
or using a method that is difficult for a child
educators having so much fun when
to grasp. BrainBoosters is wanting to ensure
we invite the parents to become part of
that the foundations are clearly cemented before
the solution. The learners also have a parent/
a child engages with the schools CAPS Curriculum.
child
homework
book that helps the child to strengthen
The curriculum is great, the challenge is that the teacher has
a large class and starts building on the foundation. If that the concepts introduced in class. The parents are proud
foundation is not solid, the child’s house (life) will start to of the pace and capacity that their children have and feel
crumble. like they are part of the solution.
One of the main ingredients for this foundation is to teach
basic concepts like colour, shape and numbers in isolation
when introducing them for the first time. We also teach a
concept like colours together so that children learn them
in relation to one another. Teach 10 colours or shapes
simultaneously. A child can never understand what “5” means
unless they also understand “4” and “6”.
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A house that is built on a solid foundation stands the
test of time. There are many other programs and hours
of teaching that are needed to build the house. (Child)
Investing in the correct start will ensure that a child is
ready for the rest of the process and become an active,
educated citizen whose house will stand tall and proud in
the community in which it has been built.
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“Talk you child
CLEVER”

HOW TO:
Talk all the time during all everyday tasks:
• start from birth - there are ± 2000
nappy changes from 0-2yrs, these are
2000 opportunitues to TALK.
• sing songs, tell stories, recite rhymes.
• use meal times to teach conversation
skills - talking & listening.

It WILL impact their
future academic
success
Poor language is
often the reason
WHY children under
perform at school.

WHAT TO DO :

FACTS:
• Language cannot be
acquired on it’s own there MUST be relationships
and conversations with other people.

• Limit TV time - when your child does
watch TV watch with them and talk
about what is happening.
• Make eye contact, this = good
listerning skills and respect for one
another.
• Don’t use baby talk. Use proper
lanuage and vocabulary no matter
how young your child.

• Research shows that babies learn more
language from their parents than if they
are left infront of the television. It affects the
number of words we speak to children from
947 to 171 words per hour.
• A child must hear a word 500 times before it
becomes part of their vocabulary.
WHEN TO INTRODUCE A 2nd LANGUAGE:
• Babies under 1year can absorb ANY
language effortlessly.
• More than one base language/mother tongue
can be learnt by a child at the same time
- without confusion IF the new language is
introduced by and dedicated to a different
person for each new language.

LANUAGE IS THE CODE FOR LIFE SO TALK YOUR CHILD CLEVER!
Written by Kerren Reis (BrainBoosters Trainer)
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MOBILE ECD CENTRES
SSD – Sukuma Sakhe Development is
an NGO which partnered with the department
of social services to provide ECD centres-onwheels to low-income, disadvantaged and
vulnerable communities in and around Tarlton
– Northwest of Johannesburg.
This partnership bought buses and remodelled
them into classrooms in which learners can
be housed and given lessons by trained
practitioners, using the BrainBoosters’ Play &
Learn programme.
The mobile ECD centres, are well ventilated
and equipped with cupboards, a small sickbed, power plugs, water, a fridge and ample
sitting space for children.
The bus will be driven to any area where
they are needed, and parked for a period of
time for learners to sit in and be afforded the
interactive lessons.
• The Practitioners expressed appreciation
for the simplicity of the Play & Learn
programme, and the user-friendly
methodology which facilitates the easy
grasp of basic concepts for the children,
some of whom have never had any lessons
of any kind in their lives.
• A department of social services official
congratulated SSD for sourcing the Play &
Learn programme, which they labelled as
perfect for the purpose of what they aim to
achieve with the small children.
• An employee from the town councillor’s
office sat in on our training and at the end,
pledged his support for the mobile ECD
centres, and also cited the programme
as a huge eye-opener for him as a father,
on how important yet easy it can be, to
engage and stimulate children to learn in a
fun an effective way, from an early age.

Written by Grace Mwase (BrainBoosters Trainer)
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Refinement is what makes maturity. Wild passion is as dangerous as
lack of passion. I would compare my journey to this very precipice
with the method of breaking a mare; life has been my handler.
When I was younger, I was possessed by wild passion, galloping
from one charity to another in hopes to alleviate lack of any kind.
I formulated strong opinions on the apparent disregard towards
the optimal development of children I was untamed, I based my
perceptions on raw emotions. Knowledge, through education, in
my opinion was the birth-right governments had sold for a bowl of
stew whilst the children in the communities were white and dry mouthed,
heads empty and futures bleak. Something had to be done, so I took it upon
myself to find an institute in South Africa that would equip me with the skills I would need to change the
lives of children. I met my handler in the form of discipline. Studying yielded my wild passion and gave
it direction. I was tenacious in emotional perceptions, I argued on points with watery sentiments holding
no ground against facts presented by lecturers and authors. Humility requires a silent mouth and open
ears, I learnt to humble myself to the words in the books and the experience from lecturers, in doing
that I managed to permit discipline to mould my passion and let it be constructive. During my practical
I feared burn out, in previous experience I was the horse that would run the race without pacing itself,
panting and short of breath I would burn myself out. Having gained maturity I wielded my passion and
paced myself, I am still pacing myself, working towards the ultimate finish line that I will cross hand in
hand with all the children in South Africa who will be literate because I worked for BrainBoosters, the
company that fed the nation through education.
Written by Thando Mahlangu (Graduate Intern at BrainBoosters)

SALES - FEB 2015
Congratulations to the Top 5
achievers in the various categories for Feb 2015. We appreciate
your hard work and dedication.

Community

1. Beyers Naude Trust - Gauteng
2. Rampadise Education Training F/State
3. Poplar Academy - Gauteng
4. Labucon - Gauteng
5. Thabiso NGO - N/Cape

Total Sales - R128,111
Corporate

Direct Sales

1. Eureka DIY Solutions - Gauteng 1. Khanya Mayekiso - Pretoria
2. Forum Homini - Gauteng
2. Myrlin Kyle - Margate
3. Diane Evans - Margate
Schools
4. Lynne Newman - Fourways
1. Iphuteng Primary School 5. Ronel Otto - Linden
Gauteng
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